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Abstract: Underwater vehicles have been widely used in marine exploration and development. A
contra-rotating propeller (CRP) can improve propulsion efficiency, eliminate the roll moment of the
propeller acting on underwater vehicles, and significantly improve the dynamic performance of
underwater vehicles. Contra-rotating motors (CRMs) are used to drive CRPs. Topologies of CRMs in-
clude an armature rotating contra-rotating motor (ARCRM), double contra-rotating motors (DCRMs),
and a double rotor contra-rotating motor (DRCRM). In this paper, the design and optimization of
these different topological CRMs were realized with analytical calculations of the magnetic field
and electromagnetic performance. The efficiency map and losses analysis of CRMs with different
topologies are obtained with the finite element method. In order to achieve suitable CRMs to drive
the CRPs of underwater vehicles, three topologies for CRMs will be compared comprehensively
from the perspective of structure, weight, size, loss, and efficiency. For low-speed, high-torque CRPs,
the ARCRM has been proven to improve efficiency and power density. An ARCRM prototype was
developed to verify this solution and its reliability.

Keywords: underwater vehicle; contra-rotating propeller; contra-rotating motor; motor topologies

1. Introduction

With further exploration and development of the ocean, underwater electric vehicles
have attracted more and more attention. In order to reduce resistance during underwater
transportation, underwater vehicles can be designed as a streamlined solid of revolution.
Propellers are usually used to drive underwater vehicles, but single propellers will have
a rolling moment acting on underwater vehicles while providing thrust. For small and
high-speed underwater vehicles, rolling may occur during navigation due to low mass and
high speed. A contra-rotating propeller (CRP) consists of two coaxial propellers rotating
in opposite directions. Since the rear propeller can use the wake of the front propeller, a
contra-rotating propeller will have higher propulsion efficiency than a single propeller [1].
Meanwhile, since the torque of the front and rear propellers cancel each other, a CRP can
effectively reduce the rolling moment acting on underwater vehicles [2,3]. In order to
drive a CRP, a contra-rotating motor (CRM) should have two output ports with opposite
rotation directions.

When an underwater vehicle cruises at a low speed, the resistance and thrust required
are minor. When an underwater vehicle accelerates, the resistance and thrust required will
increase rapidly with the cruising speed [4]. Therefore, higher cruising speed requires the
speed and torque of the drive motor to increase rapidly. In order to ensure the dynamic
performance and durability of an underwater vehicle, the drive motor should be able
to provide sufficient torque and high efficiency in a wide speed range. Due to the strict
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requirements of underwater vehicles for dynamic performance, the elements of CRMs can
be summarized as follows:

(1) Lightweight, high torque density;
(2) High efficiency in a wide speed and torque range;
(3) Strong overload capacity;
(4) Less torque ripple and vibration noise;
(5) Low-frequency maintenance;
(6) Robustness and high reliability.
Since CRMs have more rotating parts and are also expected to have a compact structure

and high torque density, permanent magnet (PM) motors are widely used in underwater
vehicles. The advantages of PM synchronous motors and PM brushless DC motors make
them the preferred candidate for underwater electric transportation. From the perspective
of the overall topologies of motors, there are three solutions to drive CRPs: double contra-
rotating motors (DCRMs), a double rotor contra-rotating motor, and an armature rotating
contra-rotating motor (ARCRM).

(1) DCRMs: two independent motors rotate in opposite directions to drive two pro-
pellers of the CRP, respectively.

A contra-rotating axial flux PM synchronous motor was proposed in [5] to drive the
CRP of a cylindrical underwater vehicle. It can be seen that a magnetic barrier structure of
non-magnetic material is used between the two axial flux magnetic circuits to eliminate the
mutual influence of the magnetic fields on both sides.

(2) DRCRM: the motor has an intermediate stator and two PM rotors rotating in
opposite directions.

Such a DRCRM may be a radial flux motor with inner and outer rotors and a middle
stator [6,7] or an axial flux motor with dual rotors on both sides and a middle stator [8].
In [9–12], F. Zhang and J. Chen et al. have designed a radial flux PM motor with internal and
external rotors rotating in opposite directions and processed the prototype for experimental
research. The windings on both sides of this prototype are connected in series, so the
armature windings on both sides will be crossed so that the phase sequences on both
sides are opposite. An axial flux DRCRM was implemented in [13–16], and the windings
on both sides were also in series and crossed. The control strategy of this axial flux
DRCRM prototype under load variation was discussed in detail. Reference [17] proposed
a novel dual-rotor axial flux induction motor for the contra-rotating propulsion systems
of underwater vehicles, and this motor has the capability of self-compensating reaction
torque for unbalanced loads. Moreover, this type of CRM can also be used in fields such as
aircraft propulsion and wind power generation [18,19].

(3) ARCRM: the armature and PM rotors rotate in opposite directions using reactive
force. This paper will discuss the motor solution for this topology in detail.

Although multiple topologies for CRMs are mentioned in the references above, there
are no papers that conduct comprehensive comparative research on the different topologies
of CRMs to investigate which one is more suitable for CRPs of underwater vehicles. This pa-
per aims to explore the magnetic circuit topologies of CRMs for underwater vehicles. First,
the analytical design and optimization process of CRMs are presented. Then, the perfor-
mance and specifications of CRMs with three different topologies will be comprehensively
compared and analyzed. Finally, the prototype test of the ARCRM will be carried out.

2. Analytical Design
2.1. Load Characteristics of CRMs

The hydrodynamic performance of a propeller is usually characterized by an advance
ratio, thrust coefficient, and torque coefficient [20]. The advance ratio of CRPs is defined
by (1):

λ =
vt(1 − wt)

nD
(1)
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where vt is the velocity of underwater vehicles; wt is the wake coefficient; n is the rotational
speed of CRPs, which is also the rotational speed of CRMs; and D is the diameter of
the propeller.

The thrust coefficient of CRPs is defined by (2):

KT =
T

ρn2D4 (2)

where ρ is the density of the seawater, and T is the thrust provided by CRPs, which is equal
to the resistance of underwater vehicles.

T= CxΩ
1
2

ρvt
2Ωt (3)

where Ωt is the characteristic area of underwater vehicles, and CxΩ is the resistance coeffi-
cient of underwater vehicles [21].

The torque coefficient of CRPs is defined by (4):

KQ =
Q

ρn2D5 (4)

where Q is the input torque of CRPs, equal to the output torque of CRMs.
When the advance ratio is given for a specific CRP, the corresponding thrust coefficient

and torque coefficient can be obtained through testing or simulation. When the velocity of
the underwater vehicle increases, the rotation speed of the CRP also varies with the velocity.
From (1–4), it can be deduced that the input torque of the CRP is proportional to the square
of the rotational speed, and the input power of the CRP is proportional to the cube of the
rotational speed. The load characteristics of the CRP are shown in Figure 1.
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2.2. Analytical Calculation

The analytical model of the magnetic field generated by PMs is shown in Figure 2,
where regions I and III are air, and region II is the PMs. For motors with an internal rotor,
R0 = Rr. For motors with an external rotor, Rs = Rm. In the coordinate system, by solving
the Poisson equation and Laplace equation of the scalar magnetic potential in the PM and
air-gap regions, the radial and circumferential components of air-gap flux density in the
region I generated by PMs can be derived, as shown in (5) and (6), respectively.

BrI(r, θ, t) =
∞

∑
n=1,3,5...

KB(n) fBr(r) cos[np(θ − ωt)] (5)

BcI(r, θ, t) =
∞

∑
n=1,3,5...

KB(n) fBc(r) sin[np(θ − ωt)] (6)
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where,

KB(n) = − µ0

µr + 1
KB(a) + KB(b)

KB(c)
(7)

KB(a) = −npMrn

1 + np

[
1 −

(
Rr

Rm

)np+1
][

1 − µr − 1
µr + 1

(
R0

Rr

)2np
]

(8)

KB(b) =
npMrn

1 − np

[(
Rr

Rm

)2np
−
(

Rr

Rm

)np+1
][

µr − 1
µr + 1

−
(

R0

Rr

)2np
]

(9)

KB(c) =

[
1 − µr−1

µr+1

(
Rs
Rm

)2np
][

µr−1
µr+1

(
Rr
Rs

)2np
−
(

R0
Rs

)2np
]
−[

µr−1
µr+1

(
Rm
Rs

)2np
− 1
][

1 − µr−1
µr+1

(
R0
Rr

)2np
] (10)

fBr(r) =
(

Rm

r

)np+1
+

(
r

Rs

)np−1(Rm

Rs

)np+1
(11)

fBc(r) =
(

Rm

r

)np+1
−
(

r
Rs

)np−1(Rm

Rs

)np+1
(12)

where Br is the PM remanence, and µr is the relative permeability. In the same way, the
air-gap flux density in region III can also be deduced.
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Figure 2. Analytical model of the magnetic field generated by the PMs.

The analytical model of the magnetic field generated by armature windings can be
found in [22]. The armature winding current is equivalent to the current sheet at the slot
opening of the stator core surface. Solving the Laplace equation of the scalar magnetic
potential in the air-gap region, the radial and circumferential components of the air-gap
flux density generated by the armature winding also can be derived.

The relative air-gap permeance can be used to derive the air-gap flux density of a
slotted model from the air-gap flux density of a slotless model. The complex relative air-gap
permeance is obtained through the conformal transformation in [23,24]. The slotted air-gap
flux density generated by the PMs Bms and the slotted air-gap flux density generated by
the armature windings Bws can be calculated from the slotless air-gap flux density and the
relative air-gap permeance.
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In order to simplify the analytical calculation of phase back-EMF, the influence of
cogging effect on the air-gap flux density is ignored in the calculation of back-EMF. Then,
back-EMF of the three-phase winding can be expressed as (13),

Eph = 2RsLaNphω
∞

∑
n=1,3,5···

KB(n) fBr(Rs)KpnKdn sin(npωt) (13)

where Nph is the number of turns of each phase, Kpn is the winding coil pitch coefficient,
Kdn is the winding distribution coefficient, and the definition of Kpn and Kdn is as stated
in [25].

For the surface-mounted permanent magnet motor, reluctance torque can be ignored,
so electromagnetic torque can be expressed as (14),

Tem =
Eaia + Ebib + Ecic

ω
(14)

where Ea, Eb, and Ec are phase back-EMF, ia, ib, and ic are the phase current.
The DC copper loss in the windings, when the temperature is Tw, can be calculated

from (15),
PCu = 3IphRa[1 + αT(Tw − Ta)] (15)

where Iph is the phase current, Ra is the phase resistance when the temperature is Ta, and
αT is the temperature coefficient of resistance. The AC copper loss induced by skin and
proximity effects can be derived as [26]. In fact, due to the low electrical frequency, the AC
copper loss of the CRMs in this paper is small enough to be ignored.

The iron loss in the stator cores includes the hysteresis and eddy current loss. The
hysteresis and eddy current loss can be calculated from (16) and (17), respectively,

Ph = khρscVscBsc,max
α f (16)

Pe =
keρscVsc

2π2

〈(
dBsc

dt

)2
〉

(17)

where kh, ke, and α are material-dependent constants, based on the empirical loss curves
provided by the manufacturer, ρsc and Vsc are the density and volume of the stator core,
respectively, f is the electrical frequency, Bsc,max is the maximum magnetic flux density in
the stator cores.

The average magnet loss in the magnet segment can be calculated by (18),

Pm =
laω

2πσ

∫ 2π/ω

0

∫ r2

r1

∫ θ2

θ1

Je
2rdrdθrdt (18)

where la is the active length, σ is the conductivity of magnets, and the definition of Je is
described in detail in [27].

The motor mechanical loss includes the windage and friction losses on the bearings.
The windage loss on the rotor can be calculated from (19),

Pw = πC f ρω3
(

dr

2

)4
lr (19)

where ρ is the fluid density, dr is the rotor radius, lr is the rotor length and Cf is the friction
coefficient, which can be found in [28]. The friction loss on the bearings can be expressed
as (20),

Pb = Nb fbFr
db
2

ω (20)
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where, Nb is the number of bearings, fb is the friction coefficient of bearings, Fr is the radial
force, db is the diameter of bearings.

2.3. Optimization Process

For electrically powered underwater vehicles, where CRMs are used to drive the
propellers, the torque density and efficiency of the CRMs are expected to be high. Therefore,
lighter mass and higher efficiency are set as optimization objectives of CRMs.

The optimization constraints include the output torque Tout, the winding current
density Jc, and the stator core magnetic density Bsc, etc. The motor output torque cannot be
compromised. Then, due to heat dissipation, the winding current density is also limited.
In addition, the stator core magnetic density cannot exceed the saturation magnetic flux
density of the core material.

As a popular multi-objective genetic algorithm, NSGA-II is used to optimize CRMs.
The analytical model of CRMs can be used to calculate electromagnetic fields and elec-
tromagnetic performance. Optimization variables will be iterated until the optimization
constraints are met. A flowchart of the optimization process is shown in Figure 3.
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The CRMs of three different topologies were optimized with the proposed process.
For example, the parameters of one motor in DCRMs before and after optimization are
shown in Table 1. It can be seen that after optimization, motor efficiency is increased by
1.1% and mass is reduced by 7.3%. In order to verify the analytical calculation, this paper
analyzed this optimal solution with the FEA method. The analytical calculation waveform
of the air-gap flux density aligns with the FEA results, as illustrated in Figure 4. Although
some discrepancies can be observed in the ripples of electromagnetic torque waveform, the
FEA and analytical calculation of phase back EMF and electromagnetic torque are in close
agreement, as shown in Figure 5.
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Table 1. Motor parameters before and after optimization.

Symbol Quantity Before Optimization After Optimization

p number of poles 10 10
Q number of slots 60 60

Dao armature outer diameter 212 mm 220 mm
Dai armature inner diameter 138 mm 148 mm
ls stack length 81 mm 70 mm
bat armature tooth width 3.68 mm 3.93 mm
hay armature yoke thickness 8.6 mm 8.6 mm
g air-gap width 2.5 mm 2.5 mm
α pole arc coefficient 0.8 0.83

hrc rotor core thickness 7.2 mm 7.5 mm
hm PM thickness 4.5 mm 5 mm
Br remanence 1.13 T 1.13 T
Jc coil current density 4.5 A/mm2 4.4 A/mm2

m motor mass 14.98 13.89
η motor efficiency 88.2% 89.3%
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3. Topologies of CRMs
3.1. DCRMs

DCRMs use two independent motors with opposite rotation directions to drive the
two propellers of CRPs. The structure of DCRMs in the tail of underwater vehicles is shown
in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. The DCRMs in the tail of underwater vehicles.

Each independent motor of the DCRMs has one single rotor and one single stator, and
the output torque and speed of the two motors are equal in magnitude and opposite in
direction. In the middle of the two independent motors with opposite rotation directions is
the magnetic barrier, which can prevent the magnetic fields of two independent motors
on both sides from affecting each other. Analytical calculation of the magnetic field and
electromagnetic performance can be used to design and optimize two independent motors
of the DCRMs. The parameters of the DCRMs are shown in Table 2. The structure and the
magnetic fields of motor 1 in the DCRMs are presented in Figure 7.

Table 2. The parameters of motor 1 and motor 2 in the DCRMs.

Symbol Quantity Motor 1 Motor 2

p number of poles 10 10
Q number of slots 60 60

Dao armature outer diameter 253 mm 220 mm
Dai armature inner diameter 180 mm 148 mm
ls stack length 49 mm 70 mm
bat armature tooth width 4.7 mm 3.93 mm
hay armature yoke thickness 10.2 mm 8.6 mm
g air-gap width 2.5 mm 2.5 mm
α pole arc coefficient 0.83 0.83

hrc rotor core thickness 8.5 mm 7.5 mm
hm PM thickness 5 mm 5 mm
Br remanence 1.13 T 1.13 T
Jc coil current density 4.4 A/mm2 4.4 A/mm2
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The efficiency map of the DCRMs calculated by FEA is shown in Figure 8, where
the abscissa is the speed of each shaft. The three curves in Figure 8 are the load torque
characteristics of three different CRPs. When the output torque is 39 N·m, and the shaft
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speed is 550 rpm, efficiency of the DCRMs is 89.3%. When the shaft speed is 1500 rpm,
efficiency of the DCRMs is 93.5%. When the shaft speed is 3000 rpm, efficiency of the
DCRMs is 94%.
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When the output torque is 39 N·m, the shaft speeds are 550 rpm, 1500 rpm, and
3000 rpm, respectively. The loss distribution of the DCRMs is shown in Figure 9. As can be
seen from Figure 9, when CRP speed is low, the main loss of the DCRMs is copper loss; this
distribution is not conducive to the improvement of the DCRMs’ efficiency. As the speed
increases, iron loss and mechanical loss gradually occupy a larger proportion.
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3.2. DRCRM

A DRCRM has a shared middle stator and two PM rotors rotating in opposite directions
to drive the two propellers of the DRP. The structure of a DRCRM is demonstrated in
Figure 10. The DRCRM can be seen as one outer rotor motor and another inner rotor
motor, and the two stator cores of these two motors are connected back-to-back. The phase
sequence of the three-phase armature winding on one side is opposite to the phase sequence
of the three-phase armature winding on the other side. Therefore, the rotation direction of
the rotors on both sides is opposite. The parameters of the DRCRM are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. The parameters of the DRCRM.

Symbol Quantity Value Symbol Quantity Value

p number of poles per side 5 g air-gap width per side 2.5 mm
Q number of slots per side 30 α pole arc coefficient per side 0.83

Dao armature outer diameter 277 mm hm outer PM thickness 5 mm
Dai armature inner diameter 148 mm hrc rotor core thickness 13 mm
ls stack length 70 mm Bro outer PM remanence 0.57 T
bat armature tooth width 6.9 mm Bri inner PM remanence 1.1 T
hay armature yoke thickness 17.9 mm Jc coil current density 4.4 A/mm2

Since the relative positions of the PMs on both sides will change at different times, the
magnetic fields on both sides of the DRCRM will be periodically in series or in parallel,
as shown in Figure 11. It can be seen that when the magnetic fields on both sides are in
parallel, the magnetic flux density in the armature yoke will increase.
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Figure 11. The magnetic fields of the DRCRM on both sides (a) in parallel, (b) in series.

The armature windings on both sides can also be connected in series or parallel [29],
as shown in Figure 12. It can be seen that the end of the windings in series is shorter than
that of the windings in parallel. However, the series windings on both sides will cause the
crossover points, which may result in underutilization of the armature space. Using the
motor optimization process, an inner PM rotor motor and an outer PM rotor motor can
be designed and optimized, and the outer diameter of an inner PM rotor motor and the
inner diameter of an outer PM rotor motor are equal. In this way, the DRCRM scheme can
be obtained.
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The efficiency map of the DRCRM calculated using the FEA method is shown in
Figure 13, where the abscissa is the speed of each shaft. When the output torque is 39 N·m,
and the shaft speed is 550 rpm, efficiency of the DRCRM is 88.3%. When the shaft speed is
1500 rpm, efficiency of the DCRM is 93.1%. When the shaft speed is 3000 rpm, efficiency of
the DCRM is 93.8%.
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Figure 13. The efficiency map of the DRCRM.

When the output torque is 39 N·m, the shaft speeds are 550 rpm, 1500 rpm, and
3000 rpm, respectively; the loss distribution of the DRCRM is shown in Figure 14. It can
be seen that compared with the DCRMs, the efficiency and loss of the DRCRM have no
advantages. This is because the size of the magnetic circuits on the inner and outer sides of
the DRCRM is quite different. Therefore, it is difficult to optimize the structure on both the
inside and outside at the same time.
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3.3. ARCRM

An ARCRM from the tail of an underwater vehicle is shown in Figure 15. This solution
for CRMs utilizes the reaction force between the PM rotor and the armature to drive them
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to rotate in opposite directions. The armature is in the inner rotor, and the PMs are in the
outer rotor. The armature is supported on the motor housing by the inner rotor hub, inner
shaft, and bearings. The PM rotor is supported on the motor housing by the outer rotor
end cap, outer shaft, and bearings. In this way, the ARCRM can provide two output torque
of opposite directions and equal magnitude, so that the inner and outer output shafts of
the ARCRM, respectively, drive two single propellers of the CRP to rotate in the opposite
direction. The main parameters of the ARCRM are shown in Table 4. The structure and
magnetic fields of the ARCRM are presented in Figure 16.
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Table 4. The parameters of the ARCRM.

Symbol Quantity Value Symbol Quantity Value

p number of poles 12 g air-gap width 2.5 mm
Q number of slots 72 α pole arc coefficient 0.8

Dao armature outer diameter 230 mm hm PM thickness 5 mm
ls stack length 58 mm hrc rotor core thickness 10 mm
bat armature tooth width 4.2 mm Br remanence 1.13 T
hay armature yoke thickness 16.2 mm Jc coil current density 4.4 A/mm2
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In order to rotate both the PM rotor and the armature, additional mechanical structures
are also required, such as an outer rotor end cap and bearings. Essentially, these mechanical
structures are “transmissions” that amplify the relative speed between the PMs and the
armature to twice the rated speed of a single propeller. The relative speed between the PMs
and the armature is the sum of the inner and outer rotor speed. However, the armature
windings also rotate, so power needs to be supplied to the armature windings through
brushes and slip rings.

The motor efficiency map calculated using the FEA method is shown in Figure 17,
where the abscissa is the speed of each shaft. When the output torque is 39 N·m, and the
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shaft speed is 550 rpm, efficiency of the ARCRM is 93.7%. When the shaft speed is 1500 rpm,
efficiency of the ARCRM is 94.1%. When the shaft speed is 3000 rpm, efficiency of the
ARCRM is 92.6%. A further increase of the speed is not conducive to the improvement
of efficiency.
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Figure 17. The efficiency map of the ARCRM.

When the output torque is 39 N·m, the shaft speeds are 550 rpm, 1500 rpm, and
3000 rpm, respectively. The loss distribution of the ARCRM is shown in Figure 18. Since the
relative speed of the ARCRM is amplified to twice the rated speed of the single propeller,
although the CRP speed is low, the loss of the ARCRM is uniformly distributed, which
will benefit efficiency improvement. When the CRP speed is low, the loss of the ARCRM
is uniformly distributed, which will benefit efficiency improvement. However, when the
speed is too high, iron loss will become the main loss. This distribution is not conducive to
improving efficiency.
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4. Comparison of Topologies

In this paper, the topologies of DCRMs, the DRCRM, and the ARCRM are presented to
drive the CRPs of underwater vehicles. The following will compare these three topologies
for CRMs from the perspectives of structure, weight, size, loss, and efficiency.

4.1. Structure

DCRMs: the structure is simple and easy to implement, and no brushes and slip rings
are required. Therefore, reliability and robustness are higher. However, the relative speed
between the PMs and the armature is only half of that of the ARCRM, resulting in a decrease
in electrical frequency. On the one hand, iron loss in the stator core is reduced; however, the
properties of the stator core material cannot be fully utilized. Because the magnetic fields
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of the two motors are independent of each other, both rotors can be assigned to different
speeds and torque.

DRCRM: the magnetic fields on both sides will be periodically in parallel and in series.
However, for the DRCRM, the speed and load torque of the two contra-rotating rotors
may be different, especially during the starting of the motor. The speed difference will
distort the magnetic field. In addition, when the torque of the two rotors is different, the
current of armature windings on both sides will also be different, which will also cause
an imbalance of the rotors on both sides. Since the DRCRM is sensitive to speed or load
torque, the robustness of the DRCRM is still poor, and further research is needed on the
control strategies. In order to balance the magnetic fields on both sides, both rotors have to
be assigned the same speed and torque.

ARCRM: due to the rotation of the armature, the relative speed between the PMs and
the armature doubles the rated speed of a single propeller of the CRP, thus contributing to
increased power density. However, additional mechanical structures are required to rotate
both the PM rotor and the armature, and brushes and slip rings are necessary to power the
rotating armature winding. The output torque of the two rotors is always equal due to the
reactive force, but the two output ports can be assigned to different speeds.

4.2. Weight and Size

A mass and size comparison of three CRMs with different magnetic circuit topologies
is shown in Table 5. It should be noted that the weight and size of the three CRMs only
include the stator and rotor cores, PMs, and winding copper wire, excluding the motor
housing and additional mechanical structures. The speeds in Table 5 are the speeds between
the armature and PMs. For convenient comparison, the winding current density and the
core magnetic density are designed to be the same.

Table 5. Weight and size comparison of three CRMs.

DCRMs DRCRM ARCRM DCRMs DRCRM ARCRM

armature core (kg) 13 13.94 6.66 stack length (mm) 119 70 58
armature windings (kg) 9.82 9.65 2.93 speed (rpm) 550 550 550 × 2

PMs (kg) 1.9 2.53 1.33 torque (N·m) 39 39 39
rotor core (kg) 3.07 5.62 3.67 power (kW) 4.5 4.5 4.5
total mass (kg) 27.79 31.74 14.59 power factor 0.927 0.898 0.937

outer diameter (mm) 253 308 265 efficiency 89.3% 88.3% 93.7%

The ARCRM utilizes the reaction force between the armature and the PM, and only
one set of the magnetic circuit is required, so the mass and size of the ARCRM are minimal.
The DRCRM has a magnetic circuit topology with inner and outer double rotors and a
middle stator. It is difficult to achieve an optimal design of the inner and outer magnetic
circuits, simultaneously. Therefore, the DRCRM has the largest mass and size.

4.3. Loss and Efficiency

When the shaft torque is 39 N m, the losses of three CRMs with different magnetic
circuit topologies at different speeds are shown in Figure 19.

As seen from (a), iron loss of the ARCRM is the largest, much higher than that of
DCRMs and the DRCRM. This is because the relative speed between the PM and armature
of the ARCRM is twice that of DCRMs and the DRCRM, and the electrical frequency
is higher. Iron loss of the DRCRM is slightly smaller than that of DCRMs because the
magnetic circuits on both sides of the DRCRM are periodically connected in series and in
parallel; when the magnetic circuits are connected in series, the losses in the armature yoke
are reduced.
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As seen from (b), copper loss of the ARCRM is much smaller than that of DCRMs and
the DRCRM. This is because the ARCRM uses the reaction force to output torque, so only
one set of the magnetic circuit is needed, and the amount of copper wire and copper loss is
smaller. In addition, since it is difficult to optimize the inside and outside magnetic circuits
of the DRCRM at the same time, the copper loss of the outer magnetic circuit is larger, and
the copper loss of the DRCRM will be slightly larger than that of DCRMs.

As seen from (c), PM loss of the DRCRM is the largest, much larger than that of
DCRMs and the ARCRM. This is because the PM remanence of the DRCRM outer magnetic
circuit is small, but the volume and weight are large, so the eddy current loss in the outer
PM is also large.

The efficiencies of three CRMs with different magnetic circuit topologies at different
speeds are shown in Figure 20. When the speed is low, the efficiency of the ARCRM has
obvious advantages. However, when the speed exceeds 2000 rpm, the efficiency of the
ARCRM gradually lags. Therefore, the ARCRM is suitable for CRPs with low-rated speeds.
It can also be seen that DCRMs are consistently slightly more efficient than DRCRMs, but
the difference is small.
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5. Experiment and Validation

An ARCRM prototype has been designed and fabricated, and the bench test of the
ARCRM prototype is demonstrated in Figure 21. The stator phase currents are continu-
ously monitored using current sensors and an oscilloscope. During operation, real-time
temperature measurements are taken at the midpoint of the end winding using infrared
thermometers with an accuracy of 1%. The speed and torque sensor boasts a remarkable
accuracy of ±0.1%. The ambient temperature during the test is maintained at 20 ◦C. The
motor prototype is powered by a DC power supply through the controller, with the DC volt-
age set to 210 V. When the ARCRM prototype was driven by the load motor at 2 × 550 rpm,
the power consumed by the ARCRM prototype was taken as no-load iron and mechanical
losses. The measured copper loss can be obtained from the measured phase current and
the measured phase resistance at the operating temperature. Moreover, from the above
analysis and calculation, it can be seen that the PM loss of the ARCRM prototype can be
negligible. When the rotating speed is 550 × 2 rpm, and the output torque is 39 Nm, the
measured losses of the ARCRM prototype are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6. The measured losses of the ARCRM prototype.

Calculated Measured

Copper loss 140.5 W Copper loss 140.4 W
Iron loss 91.1 W No-load iron loss,

mechanical loss
167.3 WMechanical loss 70.5 W

Based on the motor’s output torque, speed, and losses, it can be calculated that the
motor’s efficiency is 93.7%. Under the rated load, the mechanical output characteristics of
the ARCRM prototype are shown in Table 7. The output torque of the inner shaft is 0.4 Nm
less than that of the outer shaft because the mechanical loss of the inner shaft is larger due
to the friction between the brushes and slip rings. The rotational speed of the inner shaft is
1.4% lower than that of the outer rotor, due to the larger friction and larger inertia of the
inner shaft.

Table 7. The mechanical output characteristics of the ARCRM prototype.

Output Torque Rotational Speed

Inner shaft 39 Nm 546 rpm
Outer shaft 39.4 Nm 554 rpm

In order for the motor prototype to operate reliably during the test, the temperature at
the winding end was monitored. The three-dimensional lumped circuit model was used to
calculate the transient thermal characteristics of the ARCRM prototype, and this thermal
model was solved using ANSYS Motor-CAD software. When the ambient temperature was
20 ◦C, the prototype worked for 7 h under the rated load, and the calculated and measured
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winding temperature of the ARCRM prototype is shown in Figure 22. The maximum
temperature measured at the winding end was 109 ◦C. The insulation grade of the winding
copper wire was class H. Therefore, the temperature of the armature windings was always
in the safe area, and the prototype remained safe throughout the testing process.
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But for the ARCRM, the reliability of brushes and slip rings is the focus of this motor
research. Therefore, we tested the ARCRM prototype for 800 cycles, and the test cycle
number even exceeded the maximum cycle number allowed by the battery. The slip ring
before and after the 7 × 800 h test is shown in Figure 23. That is to say, the brushes and slip
ring still can normally work after 7 × 800 h of operation, which means that the brushes and
slip rings are not the factors that limit motor life.
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6. Conclusions

This paper presented the analytical optimization process and the comparison of
DCRMs, DRCRMs, and ARCRMs to drive the CRPs of underwater vehicles. The efficiency
and power density of DCRMs are lower due to the low speed and high torque. The speed
and torque of the double rotor of the DRCRM should be equal to avoid distortion of the
magnetic fields on both sides. Such speed and torque requirements are difficult to achieve
under the prior art of the control strategy. Therefore, at present, the DRCRM may not be
suitable for driving CRPs of underwater vehicles. The ARCRM has high efficiency and
power density because the relative speed between the PMs and the armature is amplified
to twice the rated speed of a single propeller of the CPRs. The experimental testing of the
ARCRM prototype shows that the analytical design and optimization process are credible,
and the ARCRM can operate reliably from the perspective of temperature and slip rings.
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